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BIBLIOTECA   
Sorting the issues out: The two debates (1936/37;
1983/86) on Keynes's finance motive revisited
INTRODUCTION
Despite the impact The General Theory ofEmployment,
Interest and Money had in the economics profession, the
debates that followedits publication received surprisingly little
attention from academic economists, even though most ofthem
treated fundamental points of macroeconomics.
Foremost amongthe forgotten argumentsis the finance-
motive debate of 1937. One cannothelp but being impressed by
the lack of attention conferred to the discussions between
influential economists, like Ohlin, Robertson, Hawtrey, besides
Keyneshimself, on such commonly acknowledgedfundamental
issues in macroeconomics suchas the determinationofinterest
rates, and the relation between investment and saving, that
occupied mainly the pages of 7e Economic Journal inthe two
years that followed the coming out of 7he General Theory22
After papers were written and letters were exchanged
between the participants for over a year, the debate faded out
at the end of the thirties just to reappear twice again in the
literature muchlater. In the 50s, Klein, Fellner and others
resumed the examination of the determinants ofinterest rates
? Practically no modemmainstream textbook on Monetary theory even
acknowledgesthe existence ofa“finance motive”to demand money, even
though Keynes’s previous triad of transactionary, precautionary and
speculative motivesarestill used to classify reasons to hold money.
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(  • 1955). In the early 80s, Asimakopulos, in a paper
ononng Joan Robinson shortiy after her death, reignited the
e ate, inyo ving this time mainly post Keynesians, such as
Kregel and Davidson. among others.
th I ^ outcome of ali these rounds of discussions istne low levei of agreement reached at the end of each round. In
of reach even as to the nature
for th.?' ú"® ofdifferent terms
diffèrpnt?' ®"Of"enon and of the same word to designate
contrast»! th"?? <^0"lributed to blur the arguments and the
addition ? 1 ®^Ser to point out. In
treated àc i?h"^ ̂ distinct, although related, probiems were
^rpSh
m(lisDutein'tiil!*' ^ difFerent issues were
80s even thni^t.^ ̂ *®^®®P®c'alIyinthefirstroundandinthe
e^erSinsSofrnr 'T'
andsavinear.n Firstly, concepts of investment
and interest rat?'"^ relations with income leveis
Ioanablefundsmr»H? A second dispute contrasts
determinants of int^ '^"''^'lypreferencetheoryasaltemative
economicactivityan???? of financingthat a financial process :n??®!'P'®'"®^''^lhsomeemphasizing
to be known as /í»? steps, that carne
the debates do not Actual contributions to
Sometimes the coln.?^^ distinctions adequately.
set clearly the boundari'"? sometimes the failure to
discussions added to th^ ^°th rounds of
readerstograspandevalLlr?? participants andbeing advanced. ® nature of the arguments
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In this paper, we intend basically to contributo to dispel
in some degree the obscurity of the arguments due to the latter
cause. In sections 2 to 4, we reconstitute the central moments
of this continuing debate. Section two examines the exchange
between Keynes, Ohlin and others that gave origin to the whole
case. Section three examines two contributions, Tsiang (1955)
and Davidson (1965), that tried to reawaken the economists'
interest in some of the issues that confronted Keynes and his
critics. Section fourtriesto reconstitute the last round, initiated
in 1983 and lasting until 1986, where the same points of the
original exchange were resumed. Section five, as a conclusion,
tries to disentangle the three points of contention mentioned
above.
2. The First Round: In The A fíermalh of The General Theory
One counts among the most important and most
revolutionary arguments of The General Theory the distinction
between Ume preference (governing the propensity to save) and
hquidity preference (governing the choice of assets).-^ According
to Keynes, the determination of the interest rate has to do with
liquidity preference, since interest is seen as the "reward for
parting with liquidity" (Keynes, 1964, p. 167). It is conceived
as a compensation for the risks (particularly capital risk) one
accepts when money (that is Rilly liquid) is exchanged for some
other asset that is less liquid. The difference in liquidity (that is,
in risks, as stated by Kaldor) is made up for the wealth-holder
' Ou lhe two choices, between coiisuinption and savings and between
liquid and ilíiquid asseis, see Keynes (1964, p. 166).
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by the paymentofinterest. Thus,the rate of interest is determinedin the margin ofindifference between moneyandfhe alternativeasset in the one-composite-non-monetary-asset world of TheGeneral Theory,
Orthodox theory conceived interest, in contrast, as thereward for abstinence of Present consumption. To save meantto Postpone consumption andthis sacrifice was made up by anincreasein the amountofgoodsto be consumedin the future.Theinterest rate was determined in the margin ofindifferencebetween present and future consumption.In fact, time preferenceWasnot enoughto determine the equilibrium rate of interest:the goalofthe saver had to be feasible and feasibility dependedon the use of not-consumed income to produce moreConsumption goods later, that is, on the productivity ofothedn the equilibrium rate ofinterest depended,forsavehand eory, on thrift (that determined the propensity toYe) and productivity (that limited the interest that could bePaid by the marginal investmentproject).icpiditywae maeeted this theory ofinterest in favor ofinvestment ang ce, he had to deal with therelation betweenGit, eee ‘nine that wereleft dangling in the air.4 Inrelated then thou Proposition of The General Theory
gh the concept of Propensity to consume
bious in face of Keynes’s
at this point. In logical terms,
al discovery does not make any
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and the multiplier. Briefly, the idea was that when an
investmentproject is implementedit increases the community’s
income as much as necessary to generate savings that are
equal in amount to the original investment. Income, thus,
was the adjusting variable charged with the task of
equilibrating investment and saving decisions ofindividuals,
and the way it dil so was denom inated the multiplier. It
acted through consumption expenditures induced by the
increase in income created by the spending in investment
goods. In the end, incomewill have to increase the amount
necessary to makeprivate agents voluntarily hold the increased
value of wealth as savings. Briefly, it is assumed that there
is a desired proportion between savings and income on the
part of individuals that may be aggregated into the economy’s
propensity to save. When an investment is made, income
immediately rises by the same amount. As this increase in
income cannotbe used as consumption,it is necessarily saved
in the aggregate, which means that the actual propensity to
saveis increased beyond whatis desired by individuals. Those
whoare doing the excess saving try to balance their position
consuming that part oftheir income that correspondto excess
savings, increasing income, now, for consumption goods
producers, something that reinitiates a similar cycle. This
multiplier stops when income has increased so muchas to
reach, in relation to the original investment, the desired
“One assumesthusthat there is desired ratio between savings and income,
(S/Y)*. Whenanadditional investmentis made, “I, capital-good produc-
ers’ income is immediately increased by the same value, so nowtotal
income becomes Y+“I.As the incrementin income cannot be consumed
(there is not as yet additional available Consumptiongoods), total savings
is equal to S+“I,so that actual savings ratio becomes (S+°1/Y+41) > (S/
Y)*. Individuals then will try to restore their desired savings ratio, by
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proportion.* Income, thus, that may be taken as given when
one works out microeconomic choices of consumers, iS
endogenous to macroeconomic models (See Carvalho, 1992,
ch. 9). Say’s law, as once pointed out by Alvin Hansen,is
replaced by the concept of propensity to consume. Besides,
one should not approach the relation between savings and
Investment in the same way one does with markets for other
goods, through the employment of Marshallian independent
scissors’ blades of supply and demand. Savings are created
by investment since they are allocations of income generated
by the investment activityitself. Savings cannot exist without
a previous act of investment. When one saves, he demands
some form of claim against future income. If new assets are
not being created by investment, the increased demand for
claims can only besatisfied if someoneelse dissaves.®
—_——_-—
wee Part oftheir increased income
investtiensbeseaerete income do not equilibrate savings and
idtigiape in the Treo ves mentis non-available income(to use Keynes’s
Saved. The multi liereh om Money), so the increase in income has to be
desired saving pray en ia total incomeso as to balance acnial and
Wider, onea sl y ‘ernatively to this description ofa multiplier
s=(S/Y)* an tiereasei ¥argue that, given an equilibriumsavingsratio,
created that canonl be aaah causes an amount ofsaving to benew leitwdifehite ” € sustainable,in equilibrium, if incomerises to a
important to bring aoa than Y by “I+*C. Reference to equilibriumis
and forced aii. econtrast betweenthe multiplier
“Tf an inareiead ‘e aae Keynes (1964, p. 117).
NY OF Savingby an individual is 101 accompanied by anincrement i .receinig cere investment ~ thenit necessarily causes diminished
the Given :- veand losses to some other party, and the outlet for
BS Of wi befoundinfinancing the losses ofB.” (CWJMK, 29
also pp. 103/4,
“1, triggering the multiplier
P. 14, Keynes’s emphases) See
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The argument, which to modern readers may seem
pretty straightforward’, was foreign to classical reasoning
that incorporated fixed-income assumptions through Say’s
law. It was further complicated by two digressions made by
Keynes in The General Theory.Firstly, in a change of mind
from his previous 7reatise on Money, Keynes reformulated
his definitions of savings and investment, most notably the
former, in such a way as to make them always equalin value.
In fact, when Keynes first presented definitions of savings
and investment in 7e General Theory, they are both proposed
as “the excess of income over consumption” (Keynes, 1964,
p. 63). For many critics (and to some followers) this meant
that savings and investment were in fact two namesfor the
same variable, which implied that no content could really be
attributed to the equality between them. In the samevein, if
they were merely two namesfor the same object, no multiplier
or any other equilibrating mechanism between them could
be more than definitional tautologies. Keynes, however,
insistently denied that it was just a matter of definition.
As a second digression, Keynes stated that although in
reality the multiplier is a process that takes place in fime, with
a value that depends on many factors, one could conceive of a
logical theory of the multiplier that would operateall the time
(Keynes, 1964, pp. 122/3). Again, critics interpreted Keynes to
mean by the “logical” theory of the multiplier just another
tautology that at every moment incomeis greater than investment
by the value of consumption. Keynesstrenuously insisted that
7 Although, perhaps, not so familiar to those who are trained in the new
classical or new Keynesiantraditions. One doesnotfind the multiplier, for
instance, in the subject index of Blanchard and Fischer's Lectures on
Macroeconomics.
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this wasnothis point. These two digressions wereto be taken
up inthe subsequentdiscussion by Olin, Robertsonand Hawtrey
(and, sometimelater, by Lerner) to support their interpretations
of the main issuesat stake, that were the liquidity-preference
theory ofinterest rates and the validity ofKeynes’s principle of
effective demand.
In general, critics of The General Theorytendedto rally
behind the view that Keynes’s theory of determination of
Incomeandinterest rates was specious, supported only by the
very restrictive definitions he proposed for investment and
saving. Only on those narrow definitions could one say that they
are always equal so that interest could not be affected by
imbalances between them.
The debate, to considerthe direct confrontation between
Keynesandhiscritics, wasinitiated by Ohlin’s paper on what
he called the Stockholmschool andits relationship to Keynes’s
General Theory. Mostlya friendlycritic, Ohlintried to restore
the loanable fundstheory ofinterest against liquidity preference
by arguing that there wasa methodological mistake in Keynes’s
model, that, in his view, took ex-post identities to explain the
behavior ofeconomic variables (whichinvolvesdecisions,that,
by definition can only be informedby ex-ante (expected) value
ofvariables). This same argument would also be advanced by
Robertson and Hawtrey:investment and savingsare equalonly
in anaccounting sense. Keynes was thoughtto have been misledby his own use of empty definitions.
savin Oblin agreed that in €x-post terms investment and
ame are equalin value, and presented his own algebraic
mn Lesr show it (Ohlin, 1937). But he also argued
‘eat realiWwethe behaviorofinterest rates
mentand savings, that are always equal,
10
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but desired or intended investment and savings. Ex-ante
savings and ex-ante investments were assumed to be decided
independently since they referred to different people and
different motives. But how are they to interact to make such
diverse plans to reach a commonfinal value?
Ohlin began by arguing that not all investment that is
expected to beprofitable is in fact carried out. In particular,
financial resources may be unavailable to investors. To invest,
the entrepreneur may need a larger amount of resources than
he has. He dependsoncredit. On the other hand, credit may
be supplied, among other means, by individuals demanding
assets with which to store their savings. Plans of investors
and savers may not coincide. Credit conditions are also subject
to choices made by others, notably banks. Demand andsupply
of credit were supposed to depend oninterest rates (Ohlin,
1937, p. 221). Equilibrium interest rates could be such as to
lead to divergent amountsofdesired investment and desired
savings. Ohlin, then, proposed that an adjustment mechanism
would betriggered to make actual investment equal to actual
savings. As part of the mechanism, even something close to
Keynes’s multiplier, i.e., induced variations in the level of
income could be considered .®
®“1Fthe interest level is reduced,or the profit expectations raised or public
worksstarted, and therebythe total volume ofinvestment expanded, while
the planned saving is, to begin with, unchanged, how thenis a larger
volume of saving - corresponding to the increased investment - called
forth? The answeris simple. At the end of each period some individuals
and firms find that they have had larger incomes than they expected. In
other words, realized savings exceed planned savings. Secondly, the
negative incomes which reduce the net savings for society as a whole are
reduced. Thirdly, as incomes and expected incomesrise, planned savings
growalso.” (Ohlin, 1937, p. 68)
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This is the role of the credit market in Ohlin view,
which, despite the eventual idiosyncrasies in definitions, is
shared by loanable funds approaches. Keynes had argued
that interest rates are not determined by supply and demand
for credit but by the supply and demand for money. Ohlin
counter arguesthat the distinctionis only valid for the narrowdefinitions adopted by Keynes. Ohlin defines net and grossConcepts of credit supply and demand. Net supply and demand
curves refer to increments in the holdings of claims whilegross curvesreferto total availability of claims. In the latter
onecaninclude holdings of money, as Keynes suggested, butalso other claims. Net and gross concepts of credit wouldtake us to the sameresult: interest is governed by the desireof Savers to accumulate claims (including money) and of
investors to issue claims. Saving and investment would beinvertaeSupply and demandforcredit (evenif onlyinme hin, 1937b,p. 425): the desire to save and
decetnens ' ‘ very important, if not the most important,
One tsof es demandforandofthe issuanceofclaims.
blinded eve €ynes was unableto see it because he was
by his exclusive concentration on ex-post investmentand savings, that were equal ex definitione.
accentedoe rejected the dichotomy ex-ante/ex-post? butinletesteae ms point that planned investment could affectthe sone ee ! SSOnneesion between them, however, was notfheorlste 1.fee by Ohlin and other loanable funds
2 » Aeynesstated that planned investment, as anyother ki irner sindof expenditure, should give rise to a demand fory owthe transaction to be effected. The entrepreneur
° Asa matter of fact, Keynes acc «but not of ex-ante savi epted the concept of ex-ante investment
ng (Keynes, 1937b).
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should seek to gain control ofcashin advance ofthe date when
actual payments were due,either by borrowing from banksor
by placing longer term securities in the financial markets.
Thefinance demandfor money had the samenature asthe
transactions demand for money, thatis, the holding of money
balances to effect payments when they came due. The
entrepreneur had to get hold of money to effect the desired
investment expenditures. Thus, it should “bridge th{e] gap
between the time when the decisionto invest is taken and the
time when the correlative investment and savings actually
occur” (Keynes, 1937a, p. 246, Keynes’s emphasis). Thisis the
same reason to explain any other demand for money for
transaction purposes. The distinction between the two motives
wasthat the finance demand hadits ownlogic offluctuation,
dependentasit was on discretionary expenditureslike investment,
while the transaction demandis traditionally imagined as marked
by a smootherbehavior(id., p. 247). It is demand for cash, to
be satisfied by the creation ofmoney, having nothingatall to do
with savings.
The essential point, thus, was that the finance motive was
an element of the demand for money(id., p. 248), leading
Keynes to maintain that the explicit consideration of planned
investmentdid nothing to change his view that interest rates do
not bring investmentand saving into balance, but the desire to
hold liquid assets, such as money, with the available stocks of
suchassets. Interest rates had to be suchastoset the prices of
non-monetary assets in levels that balanced their marginal
efficiencies with that of money.
Twoconsequencesfollowed fromthis approach. Firstly,
the whole problemhasto do with money and moneyis supplied
by the banking system,not by savers(Id., p. 247). The finance
motive does not change Keynes’s fundamentalassertion that
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interest rates are monetary variables. Secondly, the demandfor
moneyexhaust the supply ofmoney because, given the various
motives to doit, individuals have to take money out of the
circulation for some period.Active balances, such as those held
accordingto the transactions motive, return quickly tocirculation
because they are held in anticipation of dated transactions.
Inactive balancesrefer to moneyheld forindefinite periods, be
it because of a precaution against unforeseeable events, or
because ofsome expected changein the conditions ofmarkets.
Any demand for money!® makes somepressure on the available
stock ofmoneyto be relieved when moneyis spent andreturns
to circulation. As it happens with money held for any other
motive, that held to satisfy the finance motive also represents a
pressure ontheavailable stock of moneythatis relieved when
that money is spent. Keynes stated this conclusion when he
sustained that investment expenditure “released finance”, or
whenhestated that finance as a “revolving fund”, as long as
investment was not changing,orstill that unexecuted or
incompletely executed investment could maintain the pressure
on liquidity (Keynes, 1937a, pp. 246/7).!! These propositions
were to enrage Keynes’s critics in both rounds of debates.
Laterin the same exchange, Keynes introduced another,
related but distinct, matter. Trying to dispel some confusion
that seemed to have emergedfromhis useofthe termfinance,
that evoked theideathatit necessarily requires the existence of
savings, Keynes proposed thefollowingdistinction:
“The entrepreneur when he decides to invest has to be
satisfied on two points: firstly, that he can obtain sufficient
' Including the finance motive, “lying half-way betweenthe active and
the inactive balances” (Keynes, 1937a, p. 247.
"| Because unexecuted investment meansthat moneyheldidle in antici-
pation ofthe planned expenditure ends up remaining idle.
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short-term finance during the period of producing the
investment; and secondly, that he can eventually fund his
short-term obligations by a long-term issue onsatisfactory
conditions." (Keynes, 1937b, p. 664, my emphases)
The point Keynesintended to make, judgedby the nature
ofthe debate, was that two s/eps had to be distinguishedin the
process of investment. The first, to allow the investment
expenditure to be effected, involved creation of money, the
finance stage. This requires the creation of money or someone
accepting to becomelessliquid, lending money to the investor
in exchange for somefinancialclaim. '? The second step involved
the issuanceofclaims by the investorto allow himto retain the
newly-created assets. The placement of these issued involved
the allocation of savings (generated in process of investment
itself, as already argued), thefiding stage, that was nevertheless
strongly influenced byliquidity preference anyway.
Unfortunately, the terms and explanations given by Keynes
did not help muchto enlighten the debate. Although Ohlin
showed some sympathy to Keynes’s ideas while maintaininghis
own, othercritics, like Robertson and Hawtrey were more
severe. Robertson took liquidity to refer to a property of
balance sheets. An agent would have liquid position when he
wasnottied to debt or when he could coverhisfinancial outlays
withhis assets’ yields. Finance, then, was seen as a process in
whichilliquid long-lived assets are boughtwith short-term bank
credit. Both the investor and the bank would then be in an
 
"2 Naturally, this is enough in what concers the individual investor, but
not fromthe point of view ofthe economy as a whole. Whoever accepted
to becomelessliquid, lending moneyto the investor, had eitherto finance
this act himself orto sell anotherasset, affecting their prices. Ultimately,
the only way to avoid these side-effects is to assumethat banksare the ones
who accept to becomeless liquid which meansthat moneyis created.
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illiquid position that could only be remedied by the placement
of long-term issues to absorb savings of the population. To
restore liquidity meant repaying debt, not just spending, as
Keynes suggested. For Robertson,thus, liquidity wasa question
ofdebt; For Keynes, a property ofmoneycirculation.!3 None of
them is necessarily wrong,since they are referring to different
problems. Both kept talking at cross-purposes, and no
convergence was produced. Also, the true difficulties of each
one’s approachwereleft broadly untouched since a majorpart
of the debate was devoted to an attempt to persuade one’s
opponentabout the most adequate meaning one should attribute
words like finance, liquidity, investment and saving. This
dialogue, that also involved Hawtrey in a position broadly
similar to Robertson’s,endedup by exhausting the participants,
rather than exhausting the subject.
The inconclusiveness of the exchangeled to the visibly
reluctant acceptance of Hicks’ synthesis. According to Hicks
(1939), the debate was vitiated by its partial equilibrium
perspective, that forced the participants to look for the market
whereinterest rates were determined to the exclusionofall
others. Investment and saving, demand and supply for credit,
demand and supply for money, all of them should be
recognized as operative forces determining the interest rate
in a general equilibrium perspective, where any price depends
on all markets. In a sense, all were right but unnecessarily
restrictive in their answers to the question.
Not everybody, however, waspleased withthis solution
and from time to time new attempts would emerge to show
‘3 This interpretation supports Amadeo and Franco (1988) view that
different meanings of liquidity were being proposed by Keynes and
Robertson.
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that there was more to the debate than just the narrow
concentration on individual markets. Kaldor (1939) explored
Robertson’s arguments in a much more complexsetting
involving speculators and arbitrageurs besides entrepreneurs
and banks. He built a bridge between Keynes’s and
Robertson’s concerns by examining the former’s argument
that finance requires somebody accepting to becomelessliquid
and the latter’s point about how to restore the liquidity of
balance sheets and the implications of failures to achieveit.
Kaldor’s point is that an increased saving propensity may
help financing investment because it can speed uptherelief
of the position of those speculators that accept less liquid
positions to support entrepreneurs. This argument will be
resumed later by Asimakopulos (1983) to become an
important point of contention between the participants in the
second round of debates on the finance motive (see section
4).
Another dissident from the Hicksian consensus was
Lerner (1947 ). He radically refused the widespread views
that the equality of investment and savings was merely a
matter of definition and the implied idea that the multiplier
was an empty tautology. He reconstructed the liquidity
preference/loanable funds debate to show that both theories
were in fact compatible, being the second subsumedin the
former. Lerner offers a model where interest rates are
ultimately affected both by supply and demand ofcredit and
of money. The credit market is driven by evaluations as to
the productivity of capital givenits available stock. The money
market is driven by evaluations of the value of liquidity.
According to Lerner, the quantity of capital is slow-moving
while the quantity of moneyis not. Thus, interest rates equate
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supply and demandfor moneyrather than supply and demand
for capital. Liquidity preference, for Lerner, prevails over
loanable funds theory.
3. An Interregnum: Tsiang (1956) and Davidson (1965)
Lerner’s papers cameout whenthefirst round ofdebates
wasalready fading out. His conclusion, however, that liquidity
preference could subsume loanable fundstheory led Tsiang to
revive the subject in the 50s. Tsiang tries to show that the
relationship between the twotheoriesis the other way around:
it is liquidity preference that can be developed to become a
loanable funds theory. According to Tsiang, it was Keynes
himself who gave thefirst step in this direction when he
accepted Ohlin’s point that planned investment could affect
interest rates independently ofvariationsin the level ofincome.
Tsiang built a model combining Robertsonian period analysis
with Hicksian temporary equilibrium. The introduction ofa lag
between the moments in which income is earned and spent
allowshim to relate demandforidle balancesin the first moment
and demandfor loanable funds in the second with income and
expenditure flows. He then evokes Keynes to consider the
finance motive to demand moneyjust a sub category ofthe
transactions demand, to workdirectly in termsofthelatter.
Thebasic proposition ofloanable funds theory is that the
interest rate is determined by supply and demand for loanable
funds. Manipulatingdefinitionsofsupply and demandestablished
according to the principles above, Tsiang showsthat equality
between them is equivalent to the equality betweenthe existing
stock ofmoneyplusthe net creation ofnew money, on the one
hand, and current demand for finance (for all transaction
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purposes) plus demand for money to hoard. In this sense,
liquidity preference with its curves of supply and demand for
money was shownto be equivalent to loanable funds theory
stressing credit and the need to support transactions. Thelatter
should be the general theory, however, since the demand for
moneycould be shownto depend on expenditure plans (conceded
by Keyneswith his finance motive) and on savings propensities
(since they affected consumption expenditures and, thus, the
transactions demand for money). Productivity and thrift were
restored to their places ofhonoras the ultimate determinants of
the interest rate.
Sometimelater, Davidson (1965) also contributed to a
revival ofinterestin the finance motive,initiating a reflection on
a subject to which he would still much contribute through the
yearsthat followed. Davidsonalso stressed that Keynes, when
introducing the finance motive, made it clear that it was a
variant of the transactions demand for money. Davidson’s
point, however,isto examinethe question within the Keynesian
model. In the latter, the really interesting case to examine was
that ofincreasing investment, since in these circumstances there
should emerge somepressure onthe available resources given
that investment would be made before any additional saving
could have been generated.
Davidson would later provide a much more complete
analysis of the implications and repercussions ofa finance
demand for money than hedidin this first paper.'+ In fact, his
initial goal was limited to showingthat the real and monetary
“sides” of the economy,could not bestudiedin isolation, asif
real variables had their behaviors determined independently of
monetary variables, and vice-versa. Davidson showsthat the
finance motive allows Keynes to work with a transactions
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demand for money that is sensitive not only to total money
incomebutalsoto its composition,in terms ofconsumption and
investment, and, thus, by the profile of income distribution,
pricing practices, etc., that determined this composition. In
other words, real variables were also monefaryin nature. Of
course, the converse hadalso to be true. The integration ofreal
and monetary analysis was a goal of Keynes’s and it was to be
madelater a central tenet of Post Keynesian economics, to
whichcreation Davidson wasto give a central contribution.
4. The Second Round: 1983 86
From thelate 60s on, the emergence ofan economics-of-
Keynescriticism of the dominant strand of Keynesianism,
known as neoclassical synthesis, reawakened interest in a
revaluation of Keynes’s own works. This effort was much
helped by the publication of his Collected Writings, beginning
in 1971 and extending into the 80s. In particular, a post
Keynesianschoolgradually took shape witharesearch program
defined by Keynes’s original attempts to found aneweconomics,
concerned with the workings ofa monetary production economy.
Not only the finance motive was regularly incorporated in
money demand analysis but also some ofthe concepts originally
proposed by Keynes were modeled and developed,for instance,
in Davidson’s finance/funding model or in Minsky’s financial
instability hypothesis, that starts fromthe diversity offinancial
combinationsthat are opento an investoras to his finance and
funding needs.
 
"In the next section we will analyze another one ofhis later contributions,
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It was mainly among post Keynesians!> that the second
round of debatescentered on the finance motive tookplace.It
wasinitiated by Asimakopulosin his 1983 contribution to the
memorial issue in honor of Joan Robinson of the Cambridge
Journal ofEconomics. Asimakopulos resumed the arguments
ofRobertson and Kaldorthat the mere investment expenditure
could not close just byitself the financing cycle, thatis, that
spending wasnot enoughto “release the finance” committed to
investment, as Keynessuggestedin the earlier debates. Finance
wasprovided either through a bank loan (Robertson’s view) or
by a speculatorthat acceptedtogoilliquid (Kaldor’s assumption).
To state that finance wasreleased andliquidity restored by the
act of spending the money borrowed previously, said
Asimakopulos, amounted to assuming the consumption
multiplier to operate instantaneously. The assumption was
necessary because at the moment of the expenditure, the
investor wouldstill beindebted to the banks(or to the speculator).
The debt could be retired only when the general public were
voluntarily saving the value of the investment, which would
happenonlyafter the multiplier had increased incomesto such
an extent that the increased savings would now be desired by the
'* Someschools ofeconomic thoughtthat are very close to post Keynesian
theory gave evenhigher importanceto propositionsrelated to the finance
motive. The main group to be mentionedis, of course, the French circuit
school. As they did nottake part directly in the debate thatis summarized
in this section, althoughreferencesto it are made in their literature, I will
not examine themhere. Any worktrying to build some positive theory of
the demand for moneystressing the finance motive, however, have to
considerthe propositions ofthat school carefully. To have a general idea
ofwhatthe circuit schoolis about, see Graziani (1990). A most interesting
journalpublishing worksofthe groupis the French Economies¢tSocietés,
Series Monnaie et Production.
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public. Desired savings would be available to absorb issues of
long-term securities by the firms that could then use the
resources to retire their debts with the banks (or speculators).
In Asimakopulos's view, to state, as Keynes and Kalecki had
done, that spending was enough to restore liquidity and release
finance implied that ali this took place at the very moment the
investment expenditure was efFected. To Asimakopulos, as for
the early critics, Keynes had been misled into this conclusion by
his own logical theory of the multiplier, expounded in The
General Theory, that was supposed to be timeless.
Asimakopulos then proceeds to criticize Keynes and
Kalecki for not realizing that the process depended on the time
taken by the actual (not the logical) multiplier to unfold. The
duration of the multiplying process was then proposed to
depend on the propensity to save that establishes how many
rounds of consumption expenditures will take place before the
general public is ready keep voluntarily the savings they own
and to use them to buy long-term securities. While the process
IS going on, finance is still tied and agents are not liquid, so new
investment cannot be made. If the propensity to save is high, on
the other hand, the multiplier takes less time to operate (the
ea ages exhaust the process rapidiy), so the economy finds
itself ready to another round of investments sooner.
^simakopulos'sthesesmetthreekindsofreplies.Firstly,Richardson (1986)i6 argued that Asimakopulos had
misunderstood Keynes's concepts of liquidity and finance.
eynes was not referring to balance sheets and indebtedness but
o e avai a i ity ofmoney in circulation to be held in anticipation
with ^ offers a simple numerical examplewith banks balance sheets to how that liquidity, meaning
One should aiso see Snippe (1985) and Terzi (1986).
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money supply, is restored by the investment expenditure, as
Keynes suggested. Asimakopulos replied to this comment
reafFirming his diíferent understanding ofthe concept ofliquidity,
along the lines aiready described, and showing that according
to his (Asimakopulos 's) concept, Richardson^s example showed
that liquidity (as indebtedness) was. not restored since debts
were not repaid when money was spent.
Davidson (1986) approaches the question through a
diíferent angle. In his view, the point of Keynes's arguments is
to show that it is money, not income or savings, that one needs
to make ̂purchase in a monetary economy. So the main point
is the distinction between finance and funding, that is between
the creation of money that allows the investor to order the
investment good and the placement of long-term securities that
allows him to fund his debt. Davidson's view ofthe elementary
financial processes involved in the realization of an investment
does not seem to differ on fundamentais of Asimakopulos's but
he rejects the latter's concentration on the period during which
the multiplier is supposed to be operating. Davidson stresses,
on the other hand, the intoi piay between investors, banks and
investment banks that allows both finance and fimding to be
realized. In his model, the key is not the propensity to save (and
the duration of the muhsj.licr) but liquidity preference that
determines the conditions uuder which the fimding stage will
occur. A high liquidity preference (or, in Davidson's terms, a
low propensity to buy secm ií;es out of savings) may make the
funding of investment difíieult, no matter what the propensity
to save is, because savers would prefer to place their savings in
money or short-term assets instead of long-term securities We
areprobablysafetoassumethat, for Davidson, a high propensity
to save is neither necessary nor sufficient to guarantee that the
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necessary ílinding will be available. T otal savíngs will aiways be
equal to total investment. But the existence of savings is not the
same thing as demand for securities.
The most heated exchange, however, opposed
Asimakopulos (1983; 1986) to Kregel (1984/5; 1986). In his
first contribution, Kregel raised two points. Firstly, that real
savings can really be thought to increase instantaneously when
an investment is made so it will never an obstacle to investment.
Secondly, in a rather more obscure argument, that Keynes did
not conceive the relation between finance and flinding as a
sequential process but as a simultaneous one. The investor
would place long-term securities right from the beginning so the
whole point was to determine who was to absorb these
placements.
Asimakopulos replied that the latter assumption was too
restrictive and could not be showed to correspond to what
Keynes wrote. In his closing contribution, Kregel made his
argument much more clear. While still refusing the period
ana ysis method employed by Asimakopulos, Kregel argued
^  A point was that for Keynes what the investornee e was to obtain credit or to place securities on favorable
^ms, an the determination of these terms was not a problem
o s^ings ut of money. Banks could accommodate the need
for financial resources without exercising any pressure on
in eres rates, independently of the multiplier or of the behavior
ot savers In apparent agreement with Davidson, Kregefs point
seemed to be that the propensity to save was not a relevant
h n adequately ílinding facilities could be
fh ^ if ofliquidity preference, especiallytha of banks, for that matter. The matter seemed to be left to
rest at this point closing the second round of debates.
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5. Sorting The Issues Oiit: Lessons From the Debates,
At first sight, these debates seemed to have been mostly
a failure. The participants talked most of the time at cross-
purposes, unable to agree on basic points as the meaning of
the concepts under examination not to speak of a common
model to allow the assessment of arguments. Nevertheless,
in the course of the exchanges, some very importam concepts
were created, some others had their content set with greater
precision and theoretical arguments were formulated to
improve Keynes's monetary theory and to allow its further
development. Little was gained towards the construction of
a unified body of economic theory, if that is in fact possible,
but Keynesian economics certainly profited from these debates!
Three issues were at stake: 1. the relation between
investment and saving, and the meaning of the consumption
multiplier; 2. the determination of interest rates; 3. the
development of a Keynesian approach as to how to provide
financial support to capital accumulation.
I. Investment, Saving and the Multiplier
Keynes's insistence on the necessary equality of
aggregate investment and saving was conflising to critics and
friends alike. Two senses in which this equality was acceptable
was explicitly rejected by Keynes. On the one hand, he reíiised
to accept that investment equaled saving becausc they were
defined to be the same thing. Related to this view, it was
proposed later that the equality was of the type one finds in
national accounting; investment and saving are conceived in
such a way that residuais (like inventory changes) are aiways
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added to oneor the other so as to make them equal. Double-
entry accounting would guarantee the equality between them.
A secondinterpretation wasalso rejected, namely that savings
and investment were equal in equilibrium, which, of course,
was no different from the “classical” view ofthe time.!7
Keynesinsisted that equality was maintainedatall times
andit did mean that were identical:
“Aggregate saving and aggregate investment are equal
in the same sense that the aggregate quantity of sales in the
marketis equalto the aggregate quantity ofpurchases. It does
notfollowfromthis that sales andpurchases have identically
the same meaning orthat one term can be substitutedforthe
other.” (CWIMK,29, p. 253)
The continuously-maintained equality between investment
and saving did not mean, however, that the state of the
economic system was independent of them. But, in contrast to
those who would look for equilibrating mechanisms between
the two in the consumption multiplier, Keynes showedthat the
latter would explain how total income would adjust to a given
amountofsavings that was automatically created when an act
ofinvestment was performed. Income changesin orderto allow
agents to reach their desired savings ratio, not to generate
savings equal in amountto realized investment. Aggregate
savingsare not an operative element determining the behavior
"In the first case, one finds Robertson’s statement: “[the critics] have
merely maintained that he has so framed his definitions that Amount
Saved and AmountInvestedare identical: thatit therefore makes no sense
evento inquire whatthe force is which ensures equality between them...”
(1937, p. 429). On the second, Hawtrey putit as follows: “Old-fashioned
orthodoxy neverheld that saving and investment could not be unequal; it
held that their inequality, when it did occur, was inconsistent with
equilibrium.”(1937,p. 437)
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of agents. Theplansofindividuals as to how toallocate their
income between consumption and savings, in contrast, are
essential elements to explain the multiplier.
Thus, the multiplier was not just a magnification ofa
tautology. Itreferred to an operative mechanism inthe adaptation
of the economic system to a shock represented by some
discretionary spending.It allows to calculate whattotal income
has to be in equilibrium, that is, in order to be compatible with
the savingsthat were created by very act ofinvestment. As such,
that is, as a /ogical theory or as an equilibrium conditionit is
really timeless, whichis not the sameas sayingthatit Operates
instantaneously. As Leijonhufvud (1968) pointed out, the period
involved in equilibrium definitions in The General Theoryis set
precisely as the duration required for the multiplier to operate.
It does not makesense to inquire thus how longit takes for the
multiplier to workits effects: if takes one period. One changes
the subject when a sequential analysis is adopted, as demanded
by Robertson andhis followers.!8
II. The Finance Motive
The debate aroundthe finance motive wasnotsufficient
to settle the dispute betweenliquidity preference and loanable
funds theories. It contributed, however, to making much more
precise andclear-cut the issues that separate them. In particular,
in both roundsthe debateliquidity preference proponents made
it clear that, for them, the decisive argumentin favor of this
theory is that no matter what reason there maybefor an increase
in the demand for money, the latter may besatisfied by the
 
'® Hicks (1974) illustrates the adjustment dynamicsthatrelies on induced
consumptionrather than in the multiplier as an equilibrium condition.
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banking system, without any intervention of "real" variables,
such as savings.
Keynesians, thus, stress that planned investment, as, in
fact, any other planned discretíonary expenditure, really do tend
to increase the demand for money, since they involve transactions
to be completed in a future date, and money is required to do it.
But money is not created by savers, but by the banking system.
Interest rates do not have to ri se when planned discretionary
expenditures rise, because the banking system can accommodate
this increase in money demand, as it can accommodate any
other.
A subject deserving more attention and analysis is the
proposition that finance is released when the spending is made.
Richardson (1986), nevertheless, made an important contribution
to illustrate a sense in which the statement is true which seems
to be faithful to Keynes's original formulation, respecting the
insistence to iT^zifinance and re/ease offmance as phenomena
of the monetary circulation.
III. Finance and Funding
The central point ofthis debate, for Keynesians, seems to
be the specification of the roles reserved to short-term credit,
created by banks, and to long-term credit, resulting of the joint
ehaviorof savers and offinancial intermediaries, in the process
of financial sustaining of investment. The finance stage is seen
by some (e.g., Kregel) as consisting basically in the creation of
rnoney, relating directiy this point to the preceding examination
ofthe finance motive. Others, mostnotablyDavidson, identifies
the same stage as the creation of credit to finance produciion
expenses (working capital) of capital goods. Funding, in this
picture, is the transformation of short-term debt issued by
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investors into long-term securities, more adequate to sustain
the accumulation of long-lived assets. The Keynesian view
emphasizes that even the latter, although it does involve directiy
or indirectiy (through financial intermediaries) the allocation of
savings, is aiso subject to liquidity preference limitations that
determine the kind of claims savers are likely to seek.
More complex treatments of this distinction are present
in Minsky's financial instability hypothesis in which investors
are supposed to finance their investments with both short- and
long-term securities, illustrating the fruitíiilness ofthe debate.
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